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On behalf of Higham Ferrers Town Council  

 
Hearing Statement - Response to Matter 6 - Delivering the Sustainable Urban Extension (SUE) at 

Rushden East  

 

Q1. Is the Plan’s approach to the MFD and Policy EN33 justified and effective and consistent with 

the JCS and the Framework? (see Initial Question 4 and the Council’s response) 

The fundamental approach to the preparation of the MFD and subsequent proposed inclusion as part 

of the development framework is not considered to meet the tests of soundness.  

Higham Ferrers Town Council’s (HFTC) Regulation 19 response set out the timeline of the MFD, its 

consultation stages and the lack of changes to the Document throughout these stages.  

The legality of including a MFD as part of the Local Plan is not specifically disputed, however, the 

approach and method in which the MFD has been incorporated is not considered to meet the test of 

soundness; specifically on being positively prepared, justified and effective.  

In IQ4a) the Council refer to the summary of officer responses in relation to the Rushden East SUE 

representations received from the Local Plan public consultation held between October-November 

2020. It is not considered that these consultation responses have been addressed. The MFD is notable 

for receiving only very minor changes since the first draft of the document was published in January 

2020, despite two specific MFD consultations being carried out since this date.  

The approach to the MFD is in direct conflict with JCS Policy 33 (Rushden East SUE). Specific areas of 

inconsistency include:  

 

• “A masterplan will be prepared in consultation with the local community and stakeholders and 
agreed by the local planning authority.” 
 
- Whilst consultations have occurred, the responses have not been properly acknowledged 

and therefore Higham Ferrers Town Council do not feel as if they have been afforded 
sufficient input into the MFD or acknowledgement of issues raised at the multiple 
consultation stages. 

- The formal Rushden East planning application (20/01453/OUT) was submitted before the 
final consultation on the MFD had been completed. It has therefore not been agreed by 
stakeholders.  
 

• “In order to avoid piece-meal development, the preparation and agreement of the masterplan 
is a prerequisite before any planning applications are granted planning permission.” 
 
- The method in which the SUE is coming forward could be considered to be ‘piece-meal’, 

as there are significant gaps in the land being proposed. There is a significant ‘grey area’ 
in the heart of the SUE which does not form a part of the MFD or planning application. 
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This area to the centre-west of the site, adjacent the A6 forms a key part of the SUE for 
connectivity and relationship to Rushden. It is understood that this has not come forward 
due to the number of different land ownerships in this area.  

- The Rushden East SUE area is split into two applications which have been submitted at 
different times. Planning application NE/21/01124/OUT poses risk for future piece-meal 
development if the applications are not properly aligned. 

- The site does not currently appear to meet the purposes and definitions of a SUE.  
 

• “It will be a new distinctive neighbourhood with its own separate identity but well-connected 
and integrated with the town as a whole”. 
 
- The MFD and submitted planning application do not propose a well-connected and 

integrated settlement. Significant barriers and constraints remain, such as crossings over 
the A6 and the ‘grey land’. 

 

Q2. Does the approach allow sufficient flexibility for the delivery of the SUE and would it be 

effective? (see Initial Question 4 c and the Council’s response) 

The approach does not allow flexibility for the delivery of the SUE. The first Rushden East planning 

application (20/01453/OUT) was submitted before the most recent consultation of the MFD had 

finished. This suggests that the MFD contents were already pre-determined, regardless of the 

outcome of the aforementioned consultation.  

The Council’s response in IQ4c) states that the MFD provides a framework for the evolution of the SUE 

and that it sets out high-level principles. The MFD is more detailed than this suggestion and is 

therefore considered to have a pre-determined element and is not considered to allow sufficient 

flexibility.  

 
Q3. What does Policy EN33 add at a local level to JCS Policy 33, and does it duplicate any of its 

requirements? 

Policy EN33 suggests that the Council “will bring forward detailed design guidance through a 

Supplementary Planning Document” to deliver a ‘bespoke residential character’. There is no further 

detail on how this will be achieved or the approach to determining this character. 

 
Q4. How have the policies and proposals in the Higham Ferrers and Rushden Neighbourhood Plans 

been taken into account in preparing the MFD? (see Initial Question 4 f and the Council’s response) 

The Council’s response to IQ4f does not explain specifically how the MFD has regard for the Higham 

Ferrers Neighbourhood Plan (HFNP).  

HPNP Policy HF.H3 – Higham East (Future Growth) sets out considerations for the masterplan. It states  
“No development will come forward without prior approval by the Local Planning Authority of a 
phasing proposal for land within the Neighbourhood Plan area as part of the co-ordinated 
masterplanning of the combined growth areas of Rushden East and Higham East”. 
 
The MFD is not considered to have met all the considerations of this HFNP policy and it has not been 
sufficiently co-ordinated with respect of the involvement of Higham Ferrers Town Council.   
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The MFD is lacking in evidence as to why the types of employment use are proposed in the Higham 
Ferrers area of the SUE. The area marked as ‘employment area’ is of particular concern to HFTC, who 
have repeatedly stated that they are strongly opposed to single large warehouse units being included 
in this location. HFTC have suggested a mixed development should be provided instead, including 
residential and community facilities more appropriate for this location.  
 
 
Q5. With paragraph 16d of the Framework in mind, is it evident from Policy EN33 how a decision 

maker should react to development proposals? Should the development requirements in the MFD 

be included in the policy? 

With the MFD being an appendix to the Local Plan, and still not addressing consultation responses, it 

is not clear how a development proposal is to be judged. It would be clearer to have more specific 

elements and requirements of the MFD included within the policy. This should focus further on 

addressing the Neighbourhood Plan and previous consultation responses from HFTC. This would help 

remove some uncertainties on how the MFD should be used as part of decision making.  

 

Q6 Is the approach in Policy EN33 and Appendix 6 consistent with paragraph 127 of the Framework 

which indicates that plans should, at the most appropriate level, set out a clear design vision and 

expectations, so that applicants have as much certainty as possible about what is likely to be 

acceptable? 

The MFD in Appendix 6 is currently in draft form. It is considered that previous consultation responses, 

including ones made by HFTC should be acknowledged and referred to in the MFD. HFTC have different 

views on the types of development uses that are proposed in the Higham Ferrers area of the SUE than 

what is proposed. These views have not been considered to be acknowledged. The approach to the 

development of Rushden East SUE appears to have been guided primarily by the developer 

consortium, rather than the Council. For example, the planning application was finalised and 

submitted prior to the final consultation finishing, without a chance for the MFD to be amended to 

influence an application.  

 
Matter 6 Summary 

For the reasons outlined above, it is not considered that the MFD (and therefore the Local Plan) meets 

the soundness tests of the Framework, as set out in detail in HFTC’s Regulation 19 consultation 

response. The MFD should have a far greater focus on connectivity and impacts on the towns of 

Higham Ferrers and Rushden. Higham Ferrers Town Council do not feel that any of their consultation 

responses made up to this point have been appropriately addressed.   

 

 

 

Ed Norris BSc (Hons) MSc MRTPI 
Senior Planning Consultant 
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